The Holman Christian Standard Bible has an unusually large number of marginal notes giving other manuscript readings and alternative renderings of the text. There appears to be at least twice as many of these notes as is usual for English versions; in point of fact, according to various sources I have encountered while researching this text, only the NET Bible offers more footnotes than HCSB. Randy, I too was in love with the Holman Christian Standard Bible translation when it came out. I followed it from the green paper back new testament to the HCSB Study Bible. But truthfully, I have a hard time with the constant change to meet the demands of moving bibles with the next best thing. I would say that thankfully, there are still HCSB to be found in fair to midland quality. The Holman Christian Standard Bible (HCSB) is a trusted, original translation of God’s Word. A team of more than 100 scholars from 17 denominations pursued two ideals with every translation decision: each word must reflect clear, contemporary English and each word must be faithful to the original languages of the Bible. For a deeper engagement with the Holman Christian Standard Bible, visit hcsb.org. Copyright and Permissions Information. Holman Christian Standard Bible® Copyright © 1999, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2009 by Holman Bible Publishers. Used with permission by Holman Bible Publishers, Nashville. Holman RSV Revised Standard Version Bible Concordance Leather Illustrated 612CR. C $66.30. Buy It Now. NEW Black Holman NKJV Ultrathin Reference Bible thinline Leather-touch w/journal. C $35.94. Buy It Now. Holman NKJV King James Bible Gift & Award New Black Faux Leather. C $21.37. Was: Previous Price C $25.15. The complete Holman Christian Standard Bible® is now available for the first time ever! More than fifteen years in the making, crafted by the shared expertise of nearly a hundred conservative scholars and English stylists, the Holman CSB® sets the standard in painstaking biblical accuracy and pure literary form. Accurate, yet highly readable, it’s a translation committed to leaving both the grace and gravity of the original languages intact while carefully creating a smooth flow of wording for the reader.